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Abst rac t  
In the paper we draw on the mathematical formulation of the coupled contact Stefan-like problem in deformation 
theory of plasticity, which arises from the discretization i time. The problem leads to solving the system of variational 
inequalities, which is approximated by the FEM. Numerical analysis of the problem is made. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper the model problem of recrystallization f rocks due to heating of the region occupied 
by a plastic body in the deformation theory, will be studied. The model problem allows to study also 
recrystalization of rocks in collision zones in the sense of plate tectonic hypothesis and their close 
and longer neighbourhoods, also in connection with high level radioactive waste repositories as well 
as of recrystallization of metal materials in technological practice. In this paper we shall assume 
the case of uniformly moving colliding lithospheric plates and geological bodies with or without 
friction between them or the steady-state case in technological practice. Then the contact part of the 
problem leads to the generalized Signorini problem with or without friction and the thermal part is 
described by the Stefan-like problem. The weak formulation of this contact part of the problem is 
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equivalent to finding a minimum of the potential energy. The secant modules iterative method is used 
to solve this problem numerically, each step of which corresponds to a classical Signorini problem 
in elasticity, while an implicit discretization i time of the weak formulation of the Stefan problem 
in the enthalpy formulation results in an elliptic boundary value problem and therefore leads to an 
elliptic variational inequality. The linear finite elements will be used and the convergence of the 
FEM approximation of the solution to the weak solution of the coupled contact-two-phase Stefan 
problem will be proved. 
2. Formulation of the coupled field problem 
We shall consider the N-dimensional (N =2, 3) model problem based on the contact problem in 
deformation theory of plasticity and two-phase Stefan-like problem. 
Let plastic bodies, which are in a contact, occupy a bounded domain (2 C ~u, N----2, 3, with a 
Lipschitz boundary 0(2 =/~u U/:~ U Ft. 
Let the stress-strain relation, the so-called Hencky-Mises tress-strain relation, is defined by 
"~ij : (k (x )  - 2 /3#(x ,~:2) )ekk(u)~ i j  + 2#(x, 72)eij(u) - fiij(x)(6) - 6)o), i , j  = 1,... ,N, (2.1) 
where eij is the small strain tensor defined by 
e~j = -~ \~?xj + ~?xi J i , j=  1,2,3, (2.2) 
O(u) = ekk(u)--div u, k(x) = 2(x) + 2/3#(x) is a bulk modulus, 
7(u, v) = -2/30(u)O(v)  + 2eij(u)ei~(v), 7(u, u) =- 72(u) -- 72, (2.3a) 
D ~ D 1 O D O = 21#e ~ ~2(U) = eijeij, % : eij -- xekk6~j, s = zzjz~j, ~j 
and 
0 <ko<.k(x)<~kl < +cx~ 
0 < #o <<- #(x,s)<.3/2k(x) 
0 < ao <.#(x,s) + 2s O#(x's) 
Os 
~<A0 < +e~ 
for all x E g], (2.3b) 
for all xE~,  s~>0, (2.3c) 
for all xc  ~, s>~0, (2.3d) 
where the functions k(x) and #(x,s) are supposed to be continuous and # continuously differ- 
entiable with respect to s and where /3ij E CI(~) is a coefficient of linear thermal expansion, 
O0 = O0(x)EH~(~2) is an initial temperature at t = to. 
Let a coefficient of thermal conductivity Kij(x) E C1(~) satisfy 
~:ij(x) = t~ji(x), i , j  = 1 . . . . .  N, (2.4) 
and 
l~ij(X)~i~ j ~ C 11~l 2 ~7/~ E ~N, a.e. in Q. (2 .5)  
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Let I = (to, tl ), let n' be the unit outward normal to 8f2' = P,' U ~' tO/~' (in the case of Fc = U/~ '  
related to f2k), Un = u~n~, ut = u -- u,n be the normal and tangential components of the displacement 
vector u, z~(u) and ~,(u) be the normal and tangential components of the stress vector ~(u)=(r i (u) ) ,  
where "c~(u)= rij(u)nj, ~ =z~j(u)n~nj, ~t =~-znn  and T~j is the stress tensor. Let y~.k~ be the coefficient 
of Coulombian friction. If ~k~ _ 0 we have the case without friction and then ~t = 0. Furthermore, 
the Einstein's summational repeated index convention is also used. 
S ~ N Given a smoothly bounded convex domain f2 = U,=~ f2 c R with boundary ~?f2, 0f2 =/~ U 
/~(U/~0)tO~ (meas ~ = 0), F~ = uS=l/~ ', F~ = uS_l/~ ', (F0 = s -, • . .  U,=I F0) occupied by colhdmg 
bodies (2' with boundaries 0~2'=/=.' U/~' u~.'(UP0'), Fc = Uk, l,~e, Fc kl, Fc k~= ~)~r~ ~, k#l ,  we 
consider the following problem (~0): 
Find a pair of functions (O,u)  satisfying the heat conduction equation 
O(X)C(X)~- ' -~- -  Jr- O f l i jOoe i j ({ t )  - -  ~ tCi j (x)  (3 t )  
=W(x, t )  fora.e. (x , t )~2×I ,  i , j= l , . . . ,N ,  (2.6) 
and the equation of motion for the case of uniformly moving lithospheric plates and blocks in linear 
thermo-elasticity 
? 
8x-~[(k - 2/3#(y ~ ))eg~(u)6i~ + 2/~(7 2)ei~(u) + ~ij(x)(O(x, t) - O0(x)] - f.(x, t) = 0 
fora.e. (x , t )~2×l ,  i , j , k , l= l , . . . ,N  (2.7) 
and the following boundary conditions 
0 = O, "Cijnj = Pi, (x, t) ~ F~ x I, (2.8a,b) 
O=O1 or ~ci~- -n i=q , u=uo,  (x , t )¢F ,  x I ,  (2.9a,b) 
#x~ 
k l<0,  k/ ~ /<0,  kt, k uln) 0, (x , t )eUFc  k,l, (2.10c-e) Un - -  Un Tn ~ Tn z -- '~n "On {,/'In - -  
k,l 
(i.e. the so-called Signorini condition) and the Coulombian law of friction in the form 
k l 0 then [z,kl I-< kt _~kllrkl Ibl n - -  U n = = 
if ITtkll<9~/ c [~,1 thenut -u  t 
(2.10f-h) 
if [vtk'[ ~<g~l= ~l[.Ck, I then there exists 2 kl/>0 such that 
l _2k%~/ u, k -- U t = on U~ ~,'. 
Moreover, let ~m be the phase change boundaries between two different recrystallized phases at 
time t. Then these boundaries divide the domain f2 into domains (2~' and Of, m = 1,..., r. On the 
0c3~ (k) KU00xOjn' ¢) O k 0 l, tqj (2.10a,b) 
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boundary Rm(t) the following conditions are given: 
m (S) moOm m (L) m m m ~S OS OR' m (~) m ~ij m_~_ m= m K,j 8X; V, --~-j-xj Vi --~ L v v, (2.11) 
where ~m is the density, 61~ the temperature of the phase transition, 61"~, 61"I the temperatures at the 
phase change boundary Rm(t) in the recrystallized phases, respectively, v" the unit normal to Rm(t) 
pointing towards O~',v m is the speed of Rm(t) along vm, L m is the latent heat of phase transition 
(recrystallization). Furthermore, we shall assume that c~,c~, ~"~, 0"~ are specific heats and densities 
in recrystallized phases, and 0"~ = 0"~ = ~m on Rm(t). 
According to (2.1) the above conditions are nonlinear. In the 3D case, similarly as in the previ- 
ous models, it is pertinent for the definition of the region investigated to use the bilateral contact 
conditions of the form 
8O 
xi j=-ni = 0, u, = 0, Tt = 0 on F0 × L (2.12a-c) 
Oxj 
where the second and third conditions describe the contact of the body with its perfectly rigid 
and perfectly smooth support without friction and the first boundary condition says that the region 
investigated is from the side of F0 thermally isolated. 
Moreover, we assume the initial condition 
O(x, to) = O0(x). (2.13) 
We shall assume the coupled contact Stefan problem with homogeneous boundary value conditions 
(see, e.g., [1 1]). Thus let us replace O by 6)+z,  where z is a sufficiently smooth scalar function in 
f2 satisfying (2.9a) and we shall use the same symbols as above. According to these transformations 
the boundary conditions and thermal sources W(x) will be changed. Then (2.9a, b) lead to 
O(x, t) = 0 and u(x, t) = Uo(X) on F~ × I. (2.9"a,b) 
For the thermal part of the problem the technique of enthalpy method will be used. The generalized 
enthalpy H(O)  is defined as the subdifferential of the functional O(O), where 
0(61)  1 m m m 2 1 m m m = "2~LCL( 61 -- 61R)+ _.1_ ~QsCs(61 __ 61~)2 q_ QmLm(6 t - -  OR)+, (2 .14)  
i.e. 80(.): ~---, R is represented by a monotonically increasing multivalued function of temperature 
with a jump discontinuity at the phase change temperature OR. Hence 
{ O~¢n~(61 -- 61~) -{- OmL m for 61 > 61~, 
80(61) - H(61) = ~'~c'~(61 - 0"~) for 61 < 61~, (2.15) 
(0, emz m) for O = O~, 
where (o, omL m) is the enthalpy interval and O:~ 1 ~ ~' is a piecewise quadratic onvex function 
(2.14) as well as locally Lipschitz continuous function, i.e. 
10(611)- 0(612)1 ~< max{180(611)[, I O(o=)1}1o, - o=1<...cl611 - 61~1, 
when 161,1, Io=[ (2.16) 
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e~/ 0o then (2.6) leads to Since 7/- = Qcw, 
DH(O(x,t)) D (~cu(x) DOs(_(_~jxj, t) )
Dt + O~uO°eij(fi) - ~x~ 
=W(x,t)  fora.e. (x , t )E f2x I ,  i , j= l , . . . ,N .  
Moreover, (2.8a), (2.9a) and (2.13) become 
H(x, t) = O, (x, t) E D(2 x I, 
O k O', Ku~On, DO 
. . . .  ~ Ki j - -n i  , 
~xj Dxj 
(k) (1) 
H(x, to) = Ho(x). 
(x, t) U ry × i, i , j=  1,...,N, 
(2.6') 
(2.8', 2.9'a) 
Dt At ' 
(2.6') yields 
Dl~n+l ~
H(O"+I)-At~-j j  (KiJ Dxj j 
where we denote 
Discretizing 
DH(O) H(O n+l ) _ H(O n) O n = O(x, nAt), 
+ AtOOo~ijeij(ig +1 ) = H(O") + AtW n+l , 
f 
(n+ 1 )At 
W "+1 = W(s)ds, it "+l = At-l(u n+l - u"). 
dnAt 
For the numerical solution of the two-phase Stefan problem, the formulation in the form of 
generalized nonlinear boundary value problem (see [1, 9]) of the form 
-A tAw + ~w + DCb(w) 9 9(x), a.e. x E f2, 
w=O, a.e. xEDf2, (2.17a,b) 
will be used. Since wEH2(f2),g(x)EL2(f2), then (2.17a,b) has a unique solution (see 
[1, Chap. II, p. 87]). This differential equation is discontinuous (as O passes through O~') and hence, 
together with the above boundary conditions it represents the free boundary problem. The corre- 
sponding free boundaries R m represent the phase change boundaries between two different phases, 
recrystallized phases, at time t. 
(2.6") 
Eqs. (2.6'), (2.7) and boundary conditions (2.8'a), (2.9'a,2.9b), (2.10a-n), (2.13') represent the 
coupled contact-two-phase Stefan problem in enthalpy formulation. We denote it as Problem (~in). 
Further, we shall assume that the solution of the problem (~'in) exists and is unique. In the case of 
the two-phase Stefan problem (2.6'), (2.8'a), (2.9'a), (2.10a) and (2.13') an implicit discretization i
time will be used. Then the problem leads at every time t to the boundary value problem for nonlinear 
partial differential equation of elliptic type, while the problem (2.7), (2.8b), (2.9b), (2.10c-h), repre- 
sents the contact problem with friction at the given time level. The term ~(3ij(x)(O(x, t ) -  O0(x)) 
represents he deformation energy due to the thermal stresses, where flij(x)(O(x, t) - O0(x)) is the 
thermal stress and QfluOoeij(iO is the dissipative heat due to the deformation. 
(2.10a,b) 
(2.13') 
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We put 19 -- O"+l,u - u n+l, Q =H(O")+AtW ~+1 +~OR, ~19 + ~P(19) =H(19)+~19~, where 0<~< 
min{o~c~',O~'c~}. Then (2.6") yields 
sO - At - ~x~ ~cij + At~fi~19oe;j(i 0 + ~q~(19) ~ Q(x), a.e. x E f2, (2.6"'a,b) 
19=0, a.e. xEOO, 
which is equivalent to (2.17a,b). Hence, the theory of [9], for the thermal part of the problem and 
of [8, 10-16] for the plastic part of the problem will be used. 
The problem is coercive if F~ # 0 and is semi-coercive if F~ = 0 or if at least one part of 
F, = U~'--1 F~  is equal to zero. Both model problems represent realistic models of collision zones, 
but we are awarded that the more realistic models are much more complicated. 
3. Variational formulation of the problem 
In this section we shall analyze the problem arising from an implicit time discretization only. 
Let f2 = [.-J.~t f2* C ~N be the domain with Lipschitz boundary at time moment defined above. 
X N H N Let x = ( i);=l be Cartesian coordinates and n = ( ;)/=1 denote the unit outward normal defined above. 
We denote by (., .) and (., .) scalar products in L2(O) or  [L2(~'-2)] N, resp., and in [L2([.J Fck;)] N, by 
I[. ]lk, u the norm in [Hk(Q)]U,k an integer, k E ~l,Hk(t2) is the Sobolev space in the usual sense, 
i.e. 1[. [[o,1 is the norm in H°(O)=L2(Q),  by [[. [[1,1 the norm in H l (~)  and by [[. []l,U the norm in 
[H  1 (~r~)] N . 
Let 19(x)EHt(f2) be the temperature, u(x)=(u;(x))E [H1(~'2)] N be the displacement vector and 
eij(u),z~j(u) be the small strain and stress tensors defined above. Let fl~j E C~(~) is a coefficient of 
linear thermal expansion, 6)o = 190(x)E Hi(f2) is an initial temperature at t = to, and let coefficients 
of thermal conductivity x~j(x)E C~(f2) are Lipschitz and satisfy the symmetry conditions 
l(ij(X)=l~ji(X), Kij(X)~i~j~¢l[~l 2 V~E~ N, a.e. in f2. 
Moreover, the bulk modulus k(x) satisfies 0 < ko <~ k(x) ~< kl < +oc and 0 < Po <~ p(x, s) <~ 3/2k(x), 
2s~(x'~°-<A. El2, s>~O, where the functions k(x) and I2(X,S) are O<ao<~p(x,s) + ~ _. ~<+oo for all x 
supposed to be continuous and p is continuously differentiable with respect o s. Let us denote heat 
sources by Q(x)EL2(f2), body forces by f (x )E  [L2((2)] N, surface forces by P(x)E [L2(F~)] N and a 
density by O(x)E C(f2), a specific heat by c(x)E C((2) and frictional forces by k; 9c E L~ (F~k;). For 
our considerations the coupling terms satisfy the condition (fl; j(O- 19o))ij E Lz(Q) as flij E CI(Q),  19, 
190 E H 1 (f2), so that fl+j(O - 190) E Hi(f2) and therefore (flij(19 - 190));j E L2(f2). Moreover, Q E C(O), 
190 EHl(f2) and Ateij(it)EL2((2), so that AtQ190flijeij(u)EL2(f2). 
Thus we have to solve the following problem arising from an implicit discretization: 
Problem (~): Find (O,u) satisfying 
sO - At K;j- U- + ~(19)  + AtOOoflijeij(i+ ) ~ Q(x), for a.e. x E f2, t being fixed, 
(3.1a) 
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~-~x [(k(x) - 2/3#(72))ekk(U)6~j + 2#(v2)eU(u) + fl~j(x)(O(x, t) -- O0(x)] 
- - f (x ,  t) = 0 for a.e. x E f2, i,j, k, l = 1 . . . .  ,N, t being fixed, 
and with the following boundary conditions: 
z~jnj = P,, x E F~, t being fixed, 
u = u0, x E F~, t being fixed, 
~-~n~ (k) (0 00  = l~ i j - -h i  ,x~j &; 
u ~ "fl~ <~ O, T, n ~ T n -~- - -  
H(O)=O,  
H(O)=O,  
Oh= O l, 
319 
(3.1b) 
(3.2a,b) 
(3.3a,b) 
(3.4a-e) 
unk _ unt ~ O, z.k"t u nk _ ul ) = O, x E U Fc~"' t being fixed, 
k , l  
(i.e. the so-called Signorini conditions) and the Coulombian law of friction in the form 
k t=0 then [~tkl[-< -kl ~u_~l  U n - -  U n ~]C ~ C ~n 
= O, (3.4f-h) if ]'¢t kl[ < g~t then ukt - u t 
if u u k t _  2UTtkl I~, 1~<9c then there exists a 2~>0 such that u t -u  t -  - on [,.JFc u, 
where we denoted by ~O + ~(O)=-H(O "+1) + cz6)~, by Q=H(O")  + AtW "+l + czO~ and by 
#'-  #-  , 
1: t . 
We define the space of virtual temperatures a
1V={z lzEHI (Q) ,  z=0 on 30 in the sense of traces}, 
the space of virtual displacements a  
V = {v [ v E m = [H I (O) ]  N, v = u0 on  Fu in the sense of traces} 
and the set of admissible displacements a  
- '40  on UFck'}. K= {r ive  V,v~ v, 
On 1V we define the bilinear form ae(., .), scalar product (., .) and functionals (.),bp(., .),j(.) by 
gO)(~),Z)---~ l~ i j - - - -dx  , s (z )=At  Qzdx-At  qzds , 
&~ ~xj ,, Jr,, 
(O,z) = ~ Ozdx,  j ( z )=At  fae(z (x ) )dx  , (3.5a-e) 
bp(v ,z )  = At f O~)O~ijOVi/OXjZ dx, 
J o  
320 
and on V the bilinear form a(. ;., .) and functionals b,(O,  .) and S(.) by 
a(w; u, v) = ~ [(k - 2/3p(72(w)))~9(u)O(v) + 2#(72(w))egj(u)e~j(v)] dx,
bs(O,v)~- fo~@j(flij(O-Oo))vidx, S(v)=- f fvidx+frPiv, ds, 
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J q~ re, g~' v~ - v~lds = k, k 
where (.,.) denotes the scalar product in [L2(UI'ckl)] N. 
Then the variational or weak formulation of the given problem is as follows: 
Problem (~)~: Find a pair of functions (O ,u) ,  0 zig, U ~K, such that 
e(O,z  - O)  + Atao(O,z  - O)  + bp(v, O)  + j ( z )  - j (O)>.s (z  - O)  
a(u ;u ,v  - u) + b , (O ,v  - u) + j'q,(V) - jy.(u)>~S(v - u) VvEK.  
Vz ~lV, 
(3.5f-i) 
(3.6a,b) 
Definition 3.1. A pair of functions (O ,u) ,  OE~V, uEK satisfying (3.6a,b) is said to be a weak 
solution of the Problem (~),  i.e. of (3.1)-(3.4). 
Since (~l~(.): ~'----+ ~1 is represented by a monotonically increasing multivalued function of tem- 
perature with a jump discontinuity at the phase change temperature OR i.e. 
-H(O)  = - 02)  
for O > O~', 
for O < O~", 
for O = O~', 
where (0, QmLm) is the enthalpy interval and q~(O) is a locally Lipschitz continuous function: 
[~(O1) - ~(O2)[ ~< max{[aO(O~)[, 10~(O2)1}1Ol - O21 ~C[Ol - 021, 
when [o,I, IO21 K, and the function q~(O) is a piecewise quadratic convex function, then the 
functional j ( z )= At f~ 4~(z(x))dx is a convex continuous functional on IV. 
As the function ~b is the piecewise quadratic onvex function, it is lower semi-continuous, ~(z(x ) )  
is measurable in x for every measurable function z on f2. Moreover, since • is bounded from below 
by an affine function, it follows that j ( z )  > - oc for any z E L2(~2); also j ( z )  7~ + ~.  The convexity 
o f j (z )  is immediately obvious from the convexity of q~. To prove that j ( z )  is lower semi-continuous 
on L2(I2) it suffices to show that for every 2, the set C= {z~L2(Q) I f~ ~(z(x ) )dx<~2} is a closed 
subset of L2(f2). Let {z,} be such that z, - -+z in L2(f2) as n---~oe. Then there exists {z,,} C{z,} 
such that lim~__.o~Zn~(X)=Z(X) a.e. x E f2. 
Let ~,flE ~1 be such that ~(z)>>.~z + fl for every zE ~1. Then q~(z,~(x)) - a_z,,(x) - fl__>>.O a.e. 
on (2 and-lim,,~o~ inf  ( qS(Zn, (X ) ) - ~z,, - [3) >~ ~(z (x  ) ) - ~_z - [3 a.e. x E I2. Then, the Fatou lemma 
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(see [1]) gives 
f ~(z)(x) dx ~< lim inf f ~b(Znk )) dx. 
Jo nk----+o~ da 
Hence z E C, as it is required. Moreover, Ibp(v,O)] <<.c[[OI]0,1[]VI[~,N. Then Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 
of [1], pp. 87-89, imply that for any Q E LP(O),  1 < p<c~,  the nonlinear boundary value problem 
(2.6"'a,b) has a unique solution O E HP(O), 1 < p < C~. 
TO analyze the plastic part of the problem at a given time level, we firstly analyze the property 
of the functional of potential energy L(u). 
To derive the functional of the potential energy L(u) the same technique as in [10] will be used. 
Then we find that 
[ r 1 fa ~,(u,u) L(u) = ~ k(x)OZ(u) + It(a) da dx + bs(6), u) + •,(u) 
dO 
j  uidx ds= o(U  + s(O,u  
where Lo(u) = L1 (u) - S(u). 
The functional L0 is coercive and weakly lower semi-continuous, i.e l imL0(u)= + c~ as [lull--~ c~ 
and u, --~ u =~ lim inf Lo(u, ) >>- Lo(u), where u, ~ u weakly. 
Now we shall prove the coerciveness and lower semi-continuity of the functional L(u). 
At first, since d/dt 72(u+tv)[,=o = 27(u, v), u E W = [HI(f2)] N, v E V then in virtue of the definition 
of the G-differential of the functional L0, we denote it by DL0(u, v), we have 
~to(u  + tv)l,=o -- Dto(u, v) = [k(x)v~(u)v~(v) + #(~2(u))~(u, v)]dx 
-~F iv idx - f rP iv ids .  (3.8) 
We define the second Ggteaux differential of Lo as 
v,w) = ~tDLo(u + tw, v)l,= 0 D2L0(u; 
= fa [k(x)zg(w)O(v) + 2#'(T2(U))V(u, w)7(u, v) + #(72(u))v(w, v)] dx, (3.9) 
where we use the theorem about differentiating under the integral sign. 
Denote by f2= f21 U ~2 = {X E O[~'(~2(U))(x)~O} U {X E Q [ ~'(72(U))(X)(0}. Then we have 
/o' DL0(u + v, v) - DL0(u, v) = DLo(u + tv; v, v) dt 
/ [k(x)O(u + tv)O(v) + 2//'(yZ(u Jr- tv))7(u + tv, v)7(u + tv, v) 
JQ  lUg2 
] 2 1 
+#(72(u+tv))7(v,v)]dx dt >>-I~o f ~, 7(v,v)dxdt+ 5#0 fo ~, O2(v)dxdt 
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2 1 
+ /o /o £2 
2 t ~ 
+3#° fo £2 O2(v)dxdt+ ~o" £2 [#('2(u))'(v'v) 
+ 2#'(T2(u))7(u, )7(v, v)l dx dt ~>2#o __fl _.~, eij(v)eij(v) dx dt 
2/0'£ /o'£ + 3#o 02(v) dx dt + Z ?(v, v) dx dt 
2 2 
)2#0 fo x ~,  eij(v)eij(v)dx dt+ ~(#o- )~)fl  £2(e~(v))2 dx dt 
+ 2z f l  £2eij(v)eo(v)dxdt>~c fo~ ~eifiv)eij(v)dxd,, (3.10) 
where (7(u,v)) 2 <~7(u,u)7(v,v) (due to the Schwarz inequality) and #o ~>)~ were used. Applying the 
Korn inequality 
foeij(v)eij(v) >~ 2 dx ~-cllvllt,,,<~)j~, (3.11) 
then we find 
DL0(u + v,v) - DLo(u,v)>~c eij(v)eij(v)dx~..cllvlliH,(~)y. (3.12) 
The coerciveness of Lo(u), u E V follows from the following idea. 
We see that 
/0' /o' Lo(u) = DLo(tU, u) dt = t-lDLo(tu, tu) dt. (3.13 ) 
From (3.12), putting u = 0, v = tu, we have 
DLo( tU, tu ) - DLo(0, tu ) >i c £ eij( tu )eij( tu ) dx. 
Thus 
DLo( tU, tu ) >~ ct 2 fo eij( u )eij( u ) dx + tOLo(0, U). 
Hence and from (3.13) we obtain 
Lo(u): f't-'DLo(tU, tu)dt>>, fo 'Ct f  eo(u)e~fiu)dxdt+ fo~DLo(O,u)dt. 
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Using the Korn inequality then for any u E K we find 
Lo(u) >~ c l lu l lEH,¢~r  - -  c ,  IIFIIE,.~<~r I lul lE,-, ,~r -- c:~llPll~,:.~¢E~," IlulIEH'¢~" 
/> dlul l ( , , ,  -- ~ollull, ,~ Vu ~ v 
and 
(3.14) 
limL0(u)-~ o~ as Iluil --~ oc, 
which proves the coerciveness of the functional Lo(u). 
Now we shall prove the lower semi-continuity of the functional Lo(u). The functional Lo possesses 
a Gfiteaux differential at any point. Let T( t )=Lo(u+t(u , -  u)), tE(0, 1). The functional T(t) is 
continuous on the line segment in the variable u (see [1]). To prove it, we integrate T'(t) for 
t E (0, 1). Then 
/o 1 ~(1) -  I P (O)=Lo(un) -Lo(u)= DLo(u+t(u~ -u ) ,u~ -u )dt .  
Since 
Lo(un)  -Lo (u)  - DLo(u, u. - u) 
1 
= f0 DL0(u + t(u, - u), u, - u) dt - DLo(u, u~ - u) 
1 
= f0 t-I [DL0(u + t(u, - u), t(u, - u))  dt - DL0(u, t(u, - u))] dt/> 0. 
Hence 
lim inf [L0(un) - Lo(u) - DL0(u, u, - u)] ~> 0
and since DLo(u, un-  u)--+ 0 as Un ~ u weakly, then 
lim infLo(un) - Lo(u) >~0 as u, --~ u weakly. 
Thus DL0(u, v) is continuous on any line segment in the space V. 
According to (3.12) 
DLo(u+v,v ) -DLo(u ,v )>~O for u, vEV.  
(3.15) 
Hence and since DLo(u, v) is continuous on any line segment in V then Lo is weakly lower semi- 
continuous. 
The set K is closed and convex in W= [HI(~)]  N, hence it is weakly closed, as a closed and 
convex ball in a Hilbert space is weakly closed. The functional L0 is then convex and differen- 
_ ~k l  _k l  I tiable, the functional jqn(v)= (g~ l, Iv~- vii }, g~ t -  ~c I~n I, is convex and non-differentiable [13, 14]. 
Let us assume that 8f l i j /Sx jEL~(Q)  Vi, j ,  then ]bs(O - O0, v)] ~<c(1 + IIOIl,,~)LLVllo, u ~<ClIVlI,,N, since 
]]V]]0,N <<.C]]V]]I,N [15]. Then the functional L(v)  defined by (3.7) is coercive and weakly lower semi- 
continuous. From the convex analysis (see e.g. [2, 5]) it is known that if the functional L(v)  is 
coercive and weakly lower semi-continuous then it has a minimum in a Hilbert space. Since the set 
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of admissible displacements K is a subset of the space of virtual displacements V, then it is a closed 
convex subset of the Hilbert space V, and therefore the functional L(v) attains its minimum. Let 
us put v= u0 +w and let q~(w)=L(u0 ÷w).  Then the functional q~(w) is coercive on K and lower 
semi-continuous. Therefore, the functional ~o(w) attains its minimum in K. Therefore, there exists an 
element wEK, which is a minimum of ~o in K. For this w and any vEK we have DL(u0 +w,v)>>.O, 
representing the definition of the weak solution of (6b), so that u0 + w = u is a weak solution. 
To prove the uniqueness of the solution we shall assume that ul and u2 are two weak solutions. 
Then 
2 0 >~ DL(u2, u2 -ul ) - DL(Ul, u2 - ul )/> cllu~ - u, II,,N, 
since u2-  Ul EK as u-  uoEK. Hence u~ = uz. 
Then we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2. Let F~¢O and let Q(x)EL2(~), f(x)E[Z2(~)] N,P(x)E[L2(F~)] N, flijECl(~), O(X)E 
C(~), c(x)E C((2) and Yc-U EL°~( Fkl~c ). Let the coefficients of thermal conductivity ~cij(x)E C1((2) be 
symmetric and satisfy Lipschitz conditions 
tZij(x)=tZji(x), tqj(x)~i~j>/Cll~[ 2 
Further, let 
7(u, v) = - 2/30(u)O(v) + 2eij(u)eij(v), 
V~ER N, a.e. in ~2. 
%u, u)  - 72(u)  - ~2, 
and 
O<ko<~k(x)<<.kl <+cx~, O<po<<.p(x,s)<.3/2k(x), 
O<ao <.p(x,s)+ 2s0#(0x;s) ~<A0< +e~ for all xE(2, 7~>0, 
where the functions k(x) and #(x,s) are supposed to be continuous and # to be continuously 
differentiable with respect o s. 
Then there exists a unique weak solution (0, u) of the problem (~). This solution minimizes 
the functionals l(z) and L(v) over the space 1V and the set K, where 
l(z) = ½offz, ) + ½Atao(z,z) + bp(v,z) + j(z) - s(z), 
and 
1 F r~'(~,~) ] L(v)=sfoLk(x)O2(v)+Jo #(6) d "
J 
---- Lo(v) + bs( O, v) + jgn(V) 
dx -  foF iv idx-  f5 Pivi ds + bs(O, v) + jo,(v) 
and where bs(O, v) and jg,(v) are defined by (3.5g) and (3.5i). 
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4. Numerical solution 
To solve the problem (~)  numerically the technique of [16, 17] (using results of [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 
18]) in the thermal part of the problem and the method of secant modules in the plastic part of the 
problem [8, 11], which consists in solving a sequence of the variational inequalities, corresponding 
to the linear Hooke's law, will be used. 
Let us assume that a C ~U, N = 2, 3, be polygonal for N = 2 or polyhedral for N = 3, respectively. 
Let the domain a be triangulated, i.e. ~)= a U ~a be covered by a finite number of triangles Th 
for N = 2 or tetrahedra for N = 3, respectively, forming a triangulation 3"~h. Further, we assume that 
the end points /~, n F~, F~ n ~-, /~c kn ~ coincide with the vertices of Th. Let h0 > 0. The family of 
triangulations {~]}, 0<h~<h0, is assumed to be regular. Let us define the spaces of finite elements 
'Vh = {z I zE C(~), zlr ~ EP~, z=0 onOa, VTh E~},  
Vh={vlvE[C(ff2)] N, VITh~[Pl] N, V=U 00nFu, VTh~hh}, 
where P1 is the space of all linear polynomials. Let 
k 1 Kh= {~l ~V~, vn - G~0 on UF~k' } 
be the set of finite element approximation of the set of admissible displacements. 
Definition 4.1, A pair of functions (Oh, Uh) is said to be a finite element approximation of the 
problem (~)v, and we denote it as the problem (~)vh, if 
~( Oh,Zh -- Oh) ~- Atao( Oh,zh -- Oh) + bp(uh,zh -- Oh) + j(zh ) -- j (  Oh ) 
>ls(zh--Oh) Vzh  Vh, 
a( uh ; Uh, Vh -- Uh ) -ff bs( Oh, vh - uh ) q- jqn( Vh ) -- jgn( Uh ) (4.1 a,b) 
>~S(vh--uh) VvhEKh, 
where ao(. , . ) ,bp(u, . ) , j ( . ) ,s( . ) ,a(u; . , . ) ,bs(O, . ) ,~,( . ) ,S( . )  are defined by (3.5a-i). 
Let us define 
a+ = {x I O(x )>O;} ,  
a m - = {x I 
ag = {x I O(x) = 
a?h=(Thc~lO>O~ on Th}, 
Qm-h={ThE~lO<O~ on Th}, 
m I m o-G on Th}. 
(4.2a-f) 
Further, let (2.h = a \u  (a+h U a~h U a0mh) be the set of all triangles in the 2D case and of all tetra- 
hedra in 3D case, respectively, which are closely situated on the phase change boundary. It is evident 
that a.h is not empty as the phase change boundary is contained in some triangles or tetrahedra, 
respectively, i.e. a 7~ U (a~h U a_mh U f2gh) # 0. The length of the phase change boundary satisfies 
meas{U Rm(t)} = meas{U (~a~_ N ~a_ ~)} + meas{U(012~' N ~3a ~_ )} + meas{U (oa~ nN ~?a~_)} <m i.e. 
it is finite, and there exists a constant c, independent of h and such that the number of triangles or 
tetrahedra N,~ in a~" h is bounded by N~ <ch -1 . 
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The plastic part of the problem is a nonlinear problem. For such type of problems it is convenient 
to transform the problem into a sequence of linear problems with known solutions. The secant 
modules method is a very useful method (see [8, 10, 11]). 
As the main result we shall prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions and conditions of Theorem 3.2 mentioned above be fulfilled Let 
3~b(.) : N~ --+ R ~ be the subdifferential of  the piecewise quadratic convex function 45 : ~ ---+ ~ defined 
by (2.14) and let the functional j(z) = At fe q~(z(x)) dx be the convex continuous functional on 1V. 
Let the functional L be given on K and let L has the second Gdteaux differential D2L(u; v, w). Let 
the mapping u H D2L(u; v,w) be continuous on every line segment. Let 
D2L(u;v,v)>~cllvll 2, c=const.>O, (4.3a) 
a(u; v,v)>>-c llvll 2, cl =const.>O, (4.3b) 
la(w; u, v)l ~<c2 Ilull Ilvll, (4.3c) 
a(u; u, v) = DL(u, v), (4.3d) 
½a(u; v, v) - ½a(u; u, u) - L(v) - L(u) >~0 Vu, vE V (4.3e) 
hold. Let f E V' be given. 
Let f2+, f2_, f2o, f2+h, (2_h, ~2oh be defined by (4.2a-f) and let N.h < c/h. 
Then we have to solve the two steps problem: 
Find a pair of  functions (Oh, Uh), OhE1Vh, uhEKh such that (i) Oh satisfies 
a( Oh,Zh -- Oh)+ Atao( Oh,zh -- Oh)+ bp(uh,zh -- Oh) + j(zh ) -- j(  Oh ) 
>~ s(zh-  Oh) VzhEl~, (4.4a) 
(ii) uh satisfies 
a (uh; uh, Vh -- Uh ) + bs ( Oh, Vh -- uh ) + L n (Vh) -- L ~ (Uh) >>- S ( Vh -- Uh ) VVh C Kh ( 4.4b )
and such that there exists a sequence {u~}EKh, where u~ is the nth iterate (n= 1,2,.. . .)  of the 
secant modules method and the (n + 1 )-th iterate u~ +l is the solution of  the linear problem: 
a(u~;- ~+1 n+l . ~+l . ~ ,+l uh ,vh--uh )+bs(Oh, vh--"h ) 
•S(v h . n+l  -u  h ) VvhEKh, (4.4C) 
such that 
lim u~' = uh in Kh. (4.4d) 
n---* oo  
Moreover, the following relation holds: 
 11o - Ohll2,1 + AtllO - Ohll ., + Ilu - uhll ,N <-ch 2. (4.5) 
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Proof. Let the basis functions for each node i of any element Th be denoted as wi(x), 0 < wi(x) d 1 
and Cf!, Wi(X) = 1, where p = 3 for the 2D case and p = 4 for the 3D case. Due to Theorem 3.2, 
Q(z) is a continuous convex function, then 
@(Z(X)) = @ 5 ZiWi(X) ( ) < f: Wi(x)@(zi). i=l i=l 
Since j(z) is a convex continuous functional on H;(Q), 
j(z) = l @(z(x)) dx = c l,, @(z(x)) dx 
?-/, E .% 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
where zi(Th) is the value of z at node i of the element T, and meas is the area of element T,. 
So that 
j(z) <j(z,) ~z@v, 
and since 
(4.7) 
then the existence and uniqueness of the thermal part of the problem is similar of that of Theorem 3.2. 
Moreover, for the discrete problem (4. la) there exists a unique 0, such that it solves uniquely the 
optimization problem [9]. 
Zh(Oh) = min lb(z) 3 ia(z,z)h + ~dtu~h(z,z) + bJUh,z) +j,(z) - Sk(z), 
ZE’V, (4.8) 
where (. , .)h, uOh(. , .),j,(.) are the discrete approximations of the scalar product in L2, of the bilinear 
form a&. , .) and of the functional j(.), respectively. 
To prove the second part we shall prove firstly the convergence of the secant modulus method. 
We see that the conditions (4.3b), (4.3~) are evident and (4.3a) was proved above. Really, since 
I elj(v)eij(v) dx 2 f I (av~/i?xj)’ dx B a 
then (4.3~) holds. The conditions (4.3e) is satisfied as follows: 
Let us put (for y - y2(u)) A(y) = Jl, p(t) dt. 
XEG? and 
Then (4.3e) yields 
.I 
[AY(u))(Y(~) - Y(U)) - (A(Y(v)) - ~(Y(u)))I d-x30. 52 
The function A( y ) is concave if A” = ,u’( y ) d 0. Hence, the condition (4.3e) is satisfied. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
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Now we shall prove that u~ ~ Uh in Kh. Let us put 
1 n. £p, (v )=L l (u~)+bs(O,v )+ jg , (v )_S(v )+~a(uh ,v ,v )_  1 n. n 5a(Uh, Uh, U~). 
Hence for v = u~ '+1 and (4.3e) (with uh = u~' and v = u~ +l ), 69 = O~, we have 
n n+l  _. tun+l  ~,(U"h+~)=Ll(uh)+g(O, uh )+J,~n~h ) -S(u~ +l) 
~_l  z n.  n+l  n+l  1 n.  n n f t ' .  n+ l  ~atUh, Uh ,Uh ) -- 5a(uh,%,%)  ~lt"h )+Lt (u~ <)  
r i"~ n+l  n+l  _~_ -" tun+l  x . n+l  n+l  >>-'~l~"h )+g(O,  uh ) Jg, t h )--S(,h )=~O(uh ), 
where 
~o(v) = Ll(v) + bAO, v) + j~,(v) - S(v). 
Due to (4.4b), then we find 
1 n . .  n+l  . n+l '~  1 n+l  • / n+l  ( .  n+lx  
~a(%,"h ,"h J~-b~(O, uh )+Yg, tuh ) - -Sub  ) 
~l  n . .~a(uh;v ,v )÷ bs (O,v )+ jo , (v ) -  S(v ) VvCKh. 
Hence from (4.12) we obtain 
n c~ t'- n+l  ~e,(uh) = ~o(u~)>~o,-h )>q~(u~+'). 
According to (4.3a) the functional ~o(v) is coercive, so that 
~o( ,O>c l l~ l l  2 - c, l lvl l  - ~ w~ v~. 
Hence and (4.15) we find 
lira ~o(u~,) = c<-c~.  
n----* O~ 
Since 
. n+ l  . n . n+l  n n 
¢11u21 - ugll ~ ~< a(u~; u h - uh, u h - u~) = a(u~; %,uh) 
+a(u~, ; -u  hn+l , Uh" ,+ l  _ 2U~)  
and since in virtue of (4.4b) 
2~0(Uh )n _ 2&o (U~+') ~> a(unh;%,U'~)" _ a,Uh n. Uhn+l, Uhn+lx) 
+2a(u~;-,+l , u~+l u~ - uh ,  - u~) ,  
then we obtain 
2q~(u~,) - 25(',(u~', +l) ~> a(u"h; u~, unh) + a(u~; U~ +1,  U~ +1 - -  2u~,) 
> c l lug  + l  . - u~l l  • 
Using (4.15), (4.12), we find 
l ina [[u~ +l - u~[[ = 0. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.]3) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4 .18)  
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
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In virtue of (4.4b) we obtain 
] n n n - -  n .  n n ~ellu~ - u~ll ~ < DL~(u~, u~ - u~) - DL , (u~,  u~ - u~) -a (u~,  ~,u~ - u~) 
n ~ n .  n n n 
-DL1  (uh, u h - uh ) -.~ a(u h, u h, u h - uh ) + bs(O,  u h - uh ) 
+ •,(u"h) - j (uh)  - S(u~ - uh ). (4.22) 
In virtue of (4.4b) we find 
a(unh; u"h,u" h - uh) + bs(O,u~ - uh) + jq,(u"n) - - j (uh)  -- S(u~h -- Uh) 
__  n __  U ;+I  n [ n .  n+l  n n 
- -  a(U~h; U h U h -- Uh) + a~,Uh, U h , U h -- Uh) + bs(O,  u h - uh) 
n . n+l  n 
+ Ln(U"h) - j(uh) - S(u~ - Uh) = a(u~; u h -- u h , uh -- uh) 
[ n .  n+l  n . n+l '~  n _ n+l  x +a, ,uh ,  u h ,U h . . . .  uh l+bs(6) ,uh  uh )._bj, qn(unh)_j(u~+l) S(Unh uh'n+l) 
{ n .  n+l  n+l  • {un+l . n+ l  
+a~uh,  uh ,u  h -uh)+bs(O,u~ +l -uh)+J ,q .~ h ) - - J (uh) - -S (uh  --uh) 
.< . . _  _ _u~+, )  a(Uh; Uh n+l  n n u h ,u  h Uh) + a(U"h;" n+l U h ~ U h 
+ bs(O,  u~ +1 " • ,+1 -- Uh) +J.qn(Uh ) - - j (u"h) + S(u~ +1 - Uh). 
Hence from (4.22), (4.3c), (4.21) and the boundedness of u~, we find 
1 n n+l  n 
~clluh - uhll 2 <c011u~ - u~ II Ilu~ - ~hll 
and lim,__,~ u~ = Uh, which completes this part of the proof. 
The set Kh is nonempty, closed and convex in Vh, therefore it is weakly closed. Let L(u"h) be 
the linearized functional defined by L(v )= ½a(v ,v )+ b~(6) ,v )+~, (v ) -  S (v ) .  Theorem 3.2 implies 
that the functional L(v )  is coercive over Kh and j .q,h(v) is convex, which completes the proof of the 
existence of the solution. 
The uniqueness can be proved by the usual techniques. Let ~ ~ 1 (~)h~,Uh)~ Vh ×Kh and (6)],U2h)E1Vh × 
Kh be two approximate solutions of the problem (~)~. Then c~[[6)~-  O~[[2~<0, c2[[u~- u]]]2~<0, 
from which the uniqueness follows immediately. 
To prove (4.5) the technique and results of [6, 7, 13, 14, 16] will be used. For l Vh c1V, Kh cK  
we find (see [14, 16]) 
~110 - Ohll2o., + At l [O  - Oh]l~., + Ilu - uhll~,~ 
<<.e[~(Oh -- O,zh -- 0 )  + Atao(Oh - O,zh -- 6)) + a(U;Uh -- U, Vh -- U) 
+~(  6),Zh -- 6)) + Atao(  6),zh -- 6)) + a(u; u, Vh -- U) + bp(u, Oh -- 6)) + bp(U, Zh -- Oh)  
+b~(6),  uh - u)  + b~(6), vh - uh) + j ( zh)  - j (6 ) )  + jy , (vh)  -L , (u )  + s(6)  - zh) 
+S(u  - vh)] Vzh E lVh, Vh EKh. (4.23) 
We shall assume that O and u are sufficiently regular. Terms ~(6) ,z  - 6)h) + Atao(6) , z  - 6)h) - 
s (z  - Oh),  o~(6),zh -- 6)) + Atae(6) , zh  -- 6)) -- s(zh -- O)  and a(u; u, v - uh) + L , (v )  - L , (uh)  - S (v  - 
Uh), a(u;  u, Vh-  u )+ jq , (Vh) - - jq , (u ) -  S(vh - -u )  are estimated by applying the Green lemma and later 
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by using a suitable choice of z c ~ V, Zh E ~ Vh, V E K, Vh E Kh. Then 
~llo - ohll~,l + At]]O - Ohll~,, + It u - UhI I~,N 
<~ c[~(Oh -- O, zh -- O)  + Atao(Oh -- 6),Zh -- O)  + a(uh -- u, vh -- v) 
-F L Tijnj(Vh -- u ) ids - -  J ;  Pi(vh - u) ids  
+j(zh) - - j (O)  + j ( z )  - j (Oh)  + bp(u, zh -- O)  + bs(6) - 6)0, vh - u) + bp(u,z - Oh) 
o0,~-  u~)] ~<~[=11o~ - o110,, IIz~ - o110,, + AtllOh - o11,,, IIz~ - o11,,, +bs(O 
+ f 6)z,, (z - 6)h ) ds + j(Zh ) -- j (6)  ) + j ( z )  - j(6)h ) + bp (u, Zh -- 6)) 
d l  u 
+bs(6) - 6)o, Vh - u) + bp(u,z  - 6)h) Jr- bs(6) - 6)o,V - uh)] 
~<c[ ½~116) - 6)~11o:,, ÷ ½~- '116)  - z~ll~,, ÷ ½416)  - 6)~11~,, 
+½~-'116) - z~[[~,, + ½~llu~ - ulI~,N + ½~-'11~ -- ulI~,N 
J u  F~ I J F~ 
+j(zh) - - j (6 ) )  + j ( z )  - - j (6 )h)  + bp(u, zh -- 0 )  + b,(6) - 6)0, vh - u) 
"Fbp(u,z - 6)h) -F b~(6) - 6)o,V - uh)]. 
To estimate the last inequality, we put zh = 6)u, vh = uu, where 6)u E ~ Vh is the Lagrange inter- 
polation of 6) on triangulation Jh and uu E Vh is the Lagrange interpolation of u on triangulation 
4 .  The bilinear forms are bounded, then for their estimates the interpolation theorem will be used 
and the other terms can be estimated similarly as in [14-17]. 
To investigate the integrals 
J' ( u~'  ) = ~L~, ~(~)[ (~ - ~'))~ - ("*~ - u,o)] d~, 
~ (U¢ ~,) = ~,  .,(.)[(~- ~),- (u;- .;)] d~ 
we shall assume that the boundaries F f  are approximated piecewise linearly. To estimate them the 
results of [13, 14, 16, 17] will be used. Completing all estimates, then (4.5) follows immediately, 
which completes the proof. [] 
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